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Prove also that, if the arms OA', OB', OCf be at right angles, the corresponding forces F', <?', H' are parallel to a system of conjugate diameters in the third ellipsoid* This and the last example are due to Darboux.
Ex. 3. When the body is in a positive initial position for any base, prove that the direction of the force corresponding to any astatic arm OA' is parallel to the. eccentric line of OA' in the central ellipsoid of the given base.
The Central Plane and the Central Point.
23. To compare the central ellipsoids at different points of the-'body.
Suppose the forces to be referred to any base 0 and any axes Ox, Oy, Qz, and that the nine elementary couples and the three force-components are known for these axes. We shall now find the corresponding quantities when some point 0', whose coordinates are (p, q, r)} is taken as the base.
Through 0' we draw axes 0V, O'y\ Q'zr parallel to (#, y, z). The nine elementary couples may be transferred to these new axes without any change (Art. 3). But the three force-components will introduce new couples. By Art. 9 the component XQ acting at 0 may be transferred to the origin 0' if we introduce the new couples (JCo, — p\ (X0, — g\ (XQ, — r\ the coordinates of 0 referred to 0' being (— p} — qt — r). Similar reasoning applies to the components YQ, ZQ. Hence we have for the nine elementary couples at 0'
X,' = Xa - X,p,       Y.' =
Xy' =  Xy   —  X0q,
Yy    ~Yy —   Y Q
Zy      =   Zy   —   ZQq,
Zz'=Zz-ZQr.
The equation of the central ellipsoid at 0' is therefore, by
Art.
- X0p) % + (Xy -
+ (Xz - X0r) H3 (Y2 - F0r) ?}* (Zz - Z0r) H2 = 1 ; the origin of the running coordinates f 7, 77', % being 0'.
24 If the principal force J? is zero, we have X0 = 0, F0 = 0, ZQ = 0. Int his case the central ellipsoid at 0' is the same as that at 0. Thus the central ellipsoids at all base points are similar and similarly situated.
25.  The Central Plane.  If the principal force R be not zero
n. s.   ii.
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